
 
 

Monday November the 29 th , 12:30, readers Club  
 
TFLab  
 
Press conference with Savina Neirotti(director of TFLab), Paz F‡brega 
(director of Cold Water of the Sea )and Michelangelo Framnmartino (director 
of The Four Times ).  
 
Savina Neirotti: It’s now the third edition of TFLab, a project aimed to help filmmakers 
of the world in completing their first or second work, not only in its production, but also 
in its development. It’s a sort of Lab which will follow the director step by step. I must say 
we've been rather lucky since the first movies we've promoted in 2008 (Cold Water of the 
Sea and The Four Times), wound up being a review success. Thus I'm happily proud these 
were the first movies initially representing TFLab. Remind the deadline to take part to 
the script workshop is December the 1st.  
 
Michelangelo Frammartino:  I now have the opportunity to thank TFLab, which has 
been the decisive brick to complete my movie, untangling a rather complex productive 
issue. From thereon, once a series of obstacles had been unlocked, the road was all 
downhill. I’d add on that the atmosphere you can breathe in the Lab is made of passion 
and great respect for the projects. Unlike the Government, nobody laughed when I 
proposed a layout starring a goat: I find it already a terrific result... 
I grew thanks to Festivals, therefore I find it nice and important that these events become 
not only a place to show the movies, yet somewhere you can find some support to 
production. 
 
Paz F‡brega : I’d too like to say the Lab is not only important for its support to 
economics ad production (fundamental to the making of film), but also for the idea of 
radical cinema that is carried out overall. 
 
Michelangelo Frammartino: I presented The Four Times in Cannes to then bring it in 
many other festivals (Toronto, New York, London, Tokyo, Pusan and so forth...). What’s 
important is that it’s been sold in more than fifty counties: for a movie starring a goat, a 
tree and a dog it’s pretty impressive. 
 
Paz F‡brega: Cold Water of the Sea won the Tiger Award in Rotterdam then went 
around in many festivals in South America. Nevertheless in march it will come out in 
theaters in France and Costa Rica. 
 
Savina Neirotti: 25-30 projects are selected each year, however only 10 make it to the 
development stage. Other three movies selected in 2008 are almost ready (Swans by 
Hugo Vieira da Silva, High Society by Aditya Assarat) and among those of 2009 there 
are The Slut by Hagar Ben Asher and Postcards from the Zoo by Edwin. We’re very 
happy also because apparently we've achieved our goal of making film making faster. 



 
Paz F‡brega: In my country, Costa Rica, something completely new is sprouting, a 
national cinematography dealing with one the main themes in our art and culture: the 
relationship between man and nature. Nature seen as something able to affect the human 
soul, shaping its inner life and, spite its lush and luxuriant aspect, it can induce inner 
reflection and self concentration. 
 
Michelangelo Frammartino: The project I’m working on was already born during 
the making of The Four Times. It’s an animation movie produced by Vivo Film. That's not 
that weird after all, since I'm used to draw film more than writing it and drawing is a 
very important tool to me. 
 
The Four Times is a movie that came out from places not from pages. Three in particular, 
all in Calabria: Caulonia, the tree feast in Alessandria del Carretto (where already 
master De Seta had filmed The Forgotten) and Serra San Bruno. A particular movie I 
always felt was coming from the outside. Initially I was rather resistant, then I let go to a 
production which lasted five years. 
 
Savina Neirotti: I have two collaborators: Matthieu Darras, who's French and Franz 
Rodenkirchen, who’s German. Since I’m Italian, I read all the Italian projects and before 
accepting any, I await their opinion. When I saw Franz was ethusiast about the movie, I 
went on. It was a very complex movie, however you could see Michelangelo knew exactly 
how to go about it. Even though there were no dialogs it had a strong narrative power. 
You could feel its great potential. All the rest was Michelangelo’s merit and the result is 
extraordinary. Wee took it straight away and we only accept five new projects a year, in 
the whole world. 
 
Michelangelo Frammartino : The welcome in Alessandria del Carretto was 
incredible. Their collective identity was born with film, that is in some way part of them, 
thanks to De Seta’s movie. It’s not a chance that the Mare accompanied us to Cannes, only 
political exponent of his region.  
 
Paz F‡brega: I already knew from the beginning my film was risky, however my only 
interest was to concentrate on it and pull out what I wanted. After all this is the sort of 
movie I like watching too, that allows you to express all of yourself. Entertainment film 
wants to satisfy the audience needs, while other film might find less audience but in a 
much more strong and intense way. To the director it's always a matter of faith. 
 
  
  


